“Dirty Little Secret allows 51-year-old man
to have sex 3 times a day... achieving FullBlown erections on command... that stay
Bone-Stiff for hours... WITHOUT GOING LIMP!”
Doctors are calling this new discovery
“SEXUAL ROCKET FUEL” that many users say is
more powerful than VIAGRA!”
All it takes is 14 minutes after climax and you’re
ready to “GO AGAIN”! And to prove this...
its makers will even send
your first bottle for FREE!
Dear Friend,
DOES SEX FEEL LIKE WORK?
It sure did for me... I guess that’s what I deserved for
marrying a woman a full 20 years younger than me...
Cindy just turned 31... And I’ll tell ya... She’s always
ready for an hour of passionate sex. But after a stressfilled 8-hour workday... I’m lucky to be awake past the 10
o’clock news!
Don’t get me wrong, I was crazy about my wife. I was just
so incredibly tired and lacked the desire to “perform” no
matter how bad I wanted to.
It was really hard for her to understand this- especially
the first night she’d be off her period... that’s when she
really craves being intimate.
I’d be sitting in the TV room relaxing and she’d come
strolling in- wearing that Frederick’s of Hollywood get-up
that drives me up the walls...
She’d look so incredible... so sexy... but just the thought
of performing sex made me exhausted.
Some nights, I could “force” myself to get in the mood,
some nights I couldn’t. I wanted to please my wife... but I
lacked any sexual desire. I sure didn’t want her to seek

satisfaction in any of her “male” co-workers or friends!
What was I to do?
Does my story sound familiar? It should because its a
situation 9 out of 10 men over 30 experience. But thanks to
a revolutionary new supplement, it’s soon to be a thing of
the past! In fact, it may turn you into the “Horny Little
Devil” you were back in High School!
First, Let’s Get Back To My Story:
Back when Cindy and I first got married, we’d have sex
every single day... sometimes twice a day. But 2 kids and 6
years later... we’re lucky to have sex twice a month. This
was all about to change when a co-worker (and close friend)
turned me on to ZANTHROMAX.
ZANTHROMAX is a little pill that promised to eliminate the
lack of sexual desire, eliminate the inability to get and
maintain a hard erection, eliminate pre-mature ejaculation,
and eliminate the overall lack of sexual energy. Its makers
claim it can make you have sex up to 3 times a day... and
“shoot your bullet” as many as THREE TIMES AN HOUR!
I called their toll-free number and got myself a bottle
hoping it lived up to its promises. After all, I tried all
those “Herbal Viagra” pills in the past without profound
results. But since they agreed not to bill my credit card
for 15 days, I did it.
Being a natural skeptic... I popped two of the easy to
swallow capsules as recommended right after dinner. For the
next hour, I didn’t feel much... I said, “Just as I
thought- JUNK.” But after that I felt a strange “stirring”
I haven’t felt in years.
I felt ENERGIZED! But I tried to remain cool- I didn’t want
Cindy to know I was taking another “sexual booster”...
Anyway, I started to feel very excited just watching Cindy
clean up after dinner. Her wiping the kitchen table was
driving me NUTS!
Later that night, I was ready to explode... so when the
kids finally went to sleep... I whispered in her ear to go
and put on something sexy. She looked at me shocked... but
didn’t hesitate to run and get changed.

Well, for the next 45 minutes, we had some of the most
intense sex we’d had in our entire 6-year marriage. It
almost felt like the first time we made love. I was
immediately reminded why I fell for her in the first place.
I was so excited, my penis must have been an entire inch
bigger! By the way Cindy was moaning (almost in pain), I
think she’d agree.
Seriously- I was a SEXUAL DYNAMO! My deep, penetrating
performance left her gasping in awe... begging for more...
shuddering with pleasure.
I’d bet good money it was the most intense, earthshattering, back-to-back orgasms she’s ever had!
As we laid in bed afterwards, she looks over to me with an
amazed look on her face and asked me, “What the heck was
that?” Knowing that our sex life has been virtually nonexistent.
I told her it was a new sex pill I was trying out called
ZANTHROMAX. I went on to tell her it was supposed to
overwhelm me with sexual energy and staying power... and
after that lovemaking session... I guess it works.
She then asked me, “You have more, right?”
Just in case you haven’t read about these amazing
botanicals in The Journal of the American Medical
Association or The Journal of Internal Medicine... Here’s
how this product works:
ZANTHROMAX is completely natural and guarantees you a more
satisfying sex life- no matter what your age... even if you
suffer from sexual problems like impotence or simply lack
the desire like I did!
ZANTHROMAX is the result of 9 years of painstaking research
in three different countries... Read what they discovered:
FIRST IT WAS THE ITALIANS:
Scientists in Italy discovered the South American plant
Muira Puama to “activate” something in the brain causing
intense sexual desire – which is a major factor in
increasing the ability to perform. By simply taking

Muira Puama, you’ll flip the “sexual desire switch” on in
your brain.
While this was a milestone, the Scientists weren’t there
just yet. You may need more than just the “desire” the
plant Muira Puama created.
Unfortunately, as a man ages, his body creates less and
less of the key ingredient that produces and maintains
erections- the hormone TESTOSTERONE. Stress... Fatigue...
and Slower Blood Flow don’t help the matter much.
Would you believe from the age of 30, a man can see his
TESTOSTERONE levels drop by 2% every year according to Dr.
Anna Grey?
In some cases, men who are aged 75 to 80 had TESTOSTERONE
levels equal with men who have been CASTRATED!
Just a few years ago, Bulgarian Scientists stumbled upon a
shrub called Tribulus Terrestris. They gave some Tribulus
to some old, impotent boars and put them in pens with young
female hogs. Five days later, the Scientists were amazed
with what they saw. Even the oldest of the impotent boars
was chasing the young females around!
Other farm animals were tested with equal success. The
Bulgarian Scientists then wondered, “Would it work on men?”
EXCITED GOVERNMENT TESTS TRIBULUS EXTRACT
The news of this potent concoction spread like wildfire
throughout the medical research groups all over Bulgaria.
Soon, probing tests began in THREE SEPARATE Government
facilities- including the prestigious HIGHER MILITARY
MEDICAL INSTITUTE.
Two hundred and twelve (212) men were chosen for the
Government tests. All had sexual problems such as poor
erections, inability to maintain an erection, impotence,
and even more severe sexual problems. With just 60 days of
monitoring, the results were nothing short of spectacular - the average increase in TESTOSTERONE was a whopping 30%
according to Professor E. Bozadjieva, who led one of the
Government research teams.

This 30% BOOST in even the most impotent of men is what can
have a “regular” man like you performing like a sex-crazed
17-year-old on Prom Night!
ZANTHROMAX contains the Muira Puama to create an intense
sexual desire... the Tribulus to boost the TESTOSTERONE to
feverish proportions...but the most important ingredient
(and what separates ZANTHROMAX apart from all other “Herbal
Viagra-type” pills) is a natural hormone stimulant produced
by the Wapiti Elk of Northern Canada. Medical Professionals
are calling this ingredient, “SEXUAL ROCKET FUEL”!
It has even been hailed by Doctors, Sex Therapists, and the
prestigious WORLD OF MEDICINE JOURNAL as...
“THE GREATEST VIRILITY BREAKTHROUGH
EVER DISCOVERED BY MEDICAL SCIENCE!”
The Wapiti Elk is the animal with the strongest sex drive
of all living creatures...
THEY CAN EJACULATE 20 TIMES A DAY!
These animals are blessed with an incredible “youth
hormone” Doctors call...
“SEXUAL ROCKET FUEL that enables them to have huge, firm
erections on command and non-stop sex around the clock!”
Modern science has found a way to extract this superpowerful hormone stimulant from the Wapiti Elk and allows
you to...
TURN INTO A SEXUAL BEING UNLIKE ANY “ORDINARY” MAN!
When the ingredients discovered in Italy, Bulgaria and
Northern Canada are properly blended as they are in
ZANTHROMAX... you can...
* OBTAIN INSTANT ERECTIONS ON COMMAND!
* REJUVENATE YOUR SEX DRIVE BETTER THAN THAT OF A COLLEGEAGE MAN IN HIS SEXUAL PRIME!
* SUPERCHARGE YOUR CAPACITY FOR PROLONGED SEX -- LASTING
HOURS!

* STIMULATE YOUR ABILITY TO ENJOY MULTIPLE ORGASMS WITH AN
AVERAGE RECOVERY TIME OF JUST 14 MINUTES!
Try a bottle of ZANTHROMAX for FREE!
A one-month supply of ZANTHROMAX capsules costs less than a
cup of coffee per day – and each bottle contains 60
capsules. But the makers of this miracle are so excited to
get you to try it... they’ll send you the first bottle
without billing you a cent!
ZANTHROMAX is 100% Absolutely Guaranteed to “light your
fire!”
In fact, your credit card will not be billed for 15 days.
Get the pills -- take them as recommended and if ZANTHROMAX
doesn’t have you chasing your partner all over the house by
the 15th day, call Toll-Free and the makers will put your
credit card info in the paper shredder -- the bottle is
free! This way, if you don’t think ZANTHROMAX is a
“marriage saver”... you don’t have to pay for it- ever! Not
even the S/H fees!
As a matter of fact, I believe so strongly that you’ll be
absolutely overwhelmed by the power of ZANTHROMAX, I’ve
arranged for you to receive some special gifts…FREE of
charge with your order.
Order a two-month supply of ZANTHROMAX and you’ll receive
three FREE reports – valued at more than $47 – including…
•

Super Sex at Any Age – If you “tune up” your system,
you’re going to experience a rush of new energy and
renewed libido that will genuinely surprise you.
Read all the secrets to super sex in this report – a
$15.95 value...FREE with your 2-month supply or
more!

•

Fighting Fatigue and Winning! – Discover the world
of health-enhancing nutrients that are essential to
regaining the pep and vigor you’ve lost. Here’s
everything you need to know to “supercharge” your
life – a $15.95 value...FREE with your 2-month
supply or more!

•

A Doctor’s “De-Aging” Strategy – Learn the secret to
“turning back the clock” in ways you never imagined.

After reading this report you’ll be excited about
the possibilities to halt and even reverse the aging
process – a $15.95 value...FREE with your 2-month
supply or more!
Order a three-month supply of ZANTHROMAX and the deal gets
even sweeter. With your three-month supply, you’ll not
only receive all three FREE reports...you’ll also receive
FREE shipping. All for trying ZANTHROMAX risk-free!
To “turbo-charge” your sex life, order ZANTHROMAX capsules
by calling Toll-Free, 1-888-888-8888, 24 hours a day with
your choice of credit cards... You’ll receive ZANTHROMAX
capsules in an unmarked box in under a week, and remember,
NOTHING- not a red cent will be billed to your credit card
until AFTER 15 days... All I’m asking you to do is “TRY”
ZANTHROMAX capsules... If it doesn’t revive...
revitalize... and reenergize your sex life to a level of
intensity and frequency you’ve never dreamed possible...
THE MAKERS OF ZANTHROMAX WILL PAY FOR YOUR BOTTLE!
LOOK - two weeks from now you can be suffering as you are
today - maybe WORSE! or you can be having enjoyable sex any
time you feel like it... you decide. And please don’t
consider your money “spent” until after you’ve tried
ZANTHROMAX capsules for 15 days... If you’re not thrilled performing like an 18 year old - with the desire to
match...the makers of ZANTHROMAX do not deserve a cent of
your money... ALL OF IT... not even the $6.95 shipping fee.
And one more thing I almost forgot to tell you!
If ZANTHROMAX does in fact work for you, you’re going to
want to keep taking it right? Of course you would. So...
when you order ZANTHROMAX, you’ll also receive FREE
membership into ZANTHROMAX’s “VIP Club” where you’ll
receive a full $20 DISCOUNT on all future bottles of
ZANTHROMAX! (most users remain taking this product for
many, many months)
And so you don’t go a day without ZANTHROMAX capsules in
your nightstand or bathroom vanity, you’ll automatically
receive a fresh bottle every 30 days and be billed the VIP
Club Member price at a drastically reduced rate.

A one-month supply of ZANTHROMAX normally sells for
$59.95...but as a VIP Club Member, you’ll pay a reduced
rate of just $39.95 plus $6.95 shipping... that’s a $20
savings each month!
Of course, by ordering a two-month supply you can save even
more...as each two-month supply costs just $74.95 (plus
$6.95 shipping) for VIP Club Members – a savings of nearly
$45 off the regular price. Plus…your two-month supply
comes with three FREE reports, valued at more than $47.
Your biggest savings, however, come when you order a threemonth supply. VIP Club Members pay just $99.95 for their
three-month supply – a savings of almost $80 off the
regular price. Plus...your three-month supply comes with
all three of our FREE reports – valued at more than $47 –
and you pay absolutely nothing for shipping!
Remember…you may cancel shipments at anytime by calling 1888-888-8888. YOU HAVE ABSOLUTELY NOTHING TO LOSE... EXCEPT
MAYBE SOME SLEEP! And remember- you get this first bottle
to try- for free! So call right now!
Thank You,
NAME
Faithful ZANTHROMAX user
To Request FREE Bottle, Call: 1-888-888-8888
PS: If even an “old goat” like myself can “get-it-on” every
night using this pill... I’m absolutely positive it can do
the same for you. And remember- the maker’s of ZANTHROMAX
are going to send you your first bottle for free... they
will NOT put a single charge on your credit card until
AFTER it has worked wonders for you. If this pill did not
perform miracles as I say it does... the makers of this
pill would be stupid to offer such a crazy, lop-sided in
your favor, no-risk deal!
Obviously, if you’ve been feeling “tired” and/or
experiencing any decline in your sexual desire or ability
to perform, you would want to remedy the situation as soon
as possible... right? Of course you would- and this is how.
Call toll-free, 1-888-888-8888.

Reply Device

YES! I’m ready to “turbo-charge” my sex life with a 100% RISK-FREE trial order of
ZANTHROMAX. I understand that this product has the potential to revive…
revitalize… and re-energize my sex life to a level of intensity and frequency I’ve never
dreamed possible!
Please send me a risk-free trial supply of ZANTHROMAX – the sexual rocket fuel that is
100% guaranteed to light my fire!
ZANTHROMAX VIP CLUB MEMBERSHIP FORM

BEST DEAL – Send me a THREE-MONTH supply of ZANTHROMAX (180
capsules) for the low VIP Club Member price of just $99.95. I understand that this price
represents a savings of $79.90 off the regular price. In addition, I’ll receive three reports
– valued at $47.85 – at no extra charge…and I’ll pay absolutely no shipping costs
whatsoever.
GREAT DEAL – Send me a TWO-MONTH supply of ZANTHROMAX (120 capsules)
for the low VIP Club Member price of just $74.95 plus $6.95 shipping. I understand that
this price represents a savings of $44.95 off the regular price. In addition, I’ll receive
three reports – valued at $47.85 – at no extra charge.
GOOD DEAL – Send me a ONE-MONTH supply of ZANTHROMAX (60 capsules) for
the low VIP Club Member price of just $39.95 plus $6.95 shipping.
All VIP Club Members receive significant discounts – a minimum of $20 per bottle or more – on all future
bottles of ZANTHROMAX. And so you don’t miss a single day of ZANTHROMAX, you’ll automatically
have your supply refreshed – at the low, VIP Club Member price you initially paid – before your supply
runs out. Cancel shipments at any time by calling 1-888-888-8888.

Shipping Information:
Name
Phone

Email

Street Address
City

State

Zip

Country

Signature

Date

PAYMENT METHOD
(choose either Credit Card or Check)
Credit Card:
Please Charge my: __ AMEX __ VISA __ MASTERCARD __ DISCOVER
Card #: _____________________________
Expiration Date: ______________________
___ Check/Money Order Enclosed – make payable to *********

MULTI-MONTH ORDERS COME WITH THREE FREE REPORTS!
FREE REPORT #1 – Super Sex at Any Age
If you “tune up” your system, you’re going to experience a rush of new energy and
renewed libido that will genuinely surprise you. Read all the secrets to super sex in this
report – a $15.95 value...FREE with your 2-month supply or more!
FREE REPORT #2 – Fighting Fatigue and Winning!
Discover the world of health-enhancing nutrients that are essential to regaining the pep
and vigor you’ve lost. Here’s everything you need to know to “supercharge” your life – a
$15.95 value...FREE with your 2-month supply or more!
FREE REPORT #3 – A Doctor’s “De-Aging” Strategy
Learn the secret to “turning back the clock” in ways you never imagined. After reading
this report you’ll be excited about the possibilities to halt and even reverse the aging
process – a $15.95 value...FREE with your 2-month supply or more!

